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Perturbations in networks
• Understanding genetic perturbations are important in biology
• Genetic perturbations are useful to identify the function of genes

– What happens if knock gene A down?
• Measure some morphological phenotype like growth rate or cell 

size
• Measure global expression signatures

• Perturbations can be artificial or natural
– Artificial perturbations

• Deletion strains
– Natural perturbations

• Single nucleotide polymorphisms
• Natural genetic variation

• Perturbations in a network can affect
– Nodes or edges
– Edge perturbations

• Mutations on binding sites



Types of algorithms used to examine 
perturbations in networks

• Graph diffusion followed by subnetwork finding methods
– HOTNET 

• Probabilistic graphical model-based methods
– Factor graphs
– Nested Effect Models (NEMs)

• Information flow-based methods (also widely used for 
integrating different types of data)
– Min cost max flow
– Prize collecting steiner tree



Probabilistic graphical models for interpreting 
network perturbations

• “Inference of Patient-Specific Pathway Activities from Multi-
Dimensional Cancer Genomics Data Using PARADIGM. 
Bioinformatics” https://academic.oup.com/bioinformatics/article/2
6/12/i237/282591

• C.-H. H. Yeang, T. Ideker, and T. Jaakkola, "Physical network models." 
Journal of computational biology : a journal of computational 
molecular cell biology, vol. 11, no. 2-3, pp. 243-262, Mar. 2004.

• F. Markowetz, D. Kostka, O. G. Troyanskaya, and R. Spang, "Nested 
effects models for high-dimensional phenotyping screens," 
Bioinformatics, vol. 23, no. 13, pp. i305-312, Jul. 2007.

• C. J. Vaske, C. House, T. Luu, B. Frank, C.-H. H. Yeang, N. H. Lee, and 
J. M. Stuart, "A factor graph nested effects model to identify 
networks from genetic perturbations." PLoS computational biology, 
vol. 5, no. 1, pp. e1 000 274+, Jan. 2009.

https://academic.oup.com/bioinformatics/article/26/12/i237/282591


Factor graphs

• A type of graphical model
• A bi-partite graph with variable nodes and factor nodes
• Edges connect variables to potentials that the variables are 

arguments of
• Represents a global function as product of smaller local 

functions
• Perhaps the most general graphical model
– Bayesian networks and Markov networks have factor graph 

representations



Example factor graph
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Fig. 1. A factor graph for the product
.

of five factors, so that , ,
, , , and

. The factor graph that corresponds to (2) is shown in
Fig. 1.

A. Expression Trees
In many situations (for example, when rep-

resents a joint probability mass function), we are interested in
computing the marginal functions . We can obtain an ex-
pression for each marginal function by using (2) and exploiting
the distributive law.
To illustrate, we write from Example 1 as

or, in summary notation

(3)

Similarly, we find that

(4)

In computer science, arithmetic expressions like the
right-hand sides of (3) and (4) are often represented by or-
dered rooted trees [28, Sec. 8.3], here called expression trees,
in which internal vertices (i.e., vertices with descendants)
represent arithmetic operators (e.g., addition, multiplication,
negation, etc.) and leaf vertices (i.e., vertices without descen-
dants) represent variables or constants. For example, the tree of
Fig. 2 represents the expression . When the operators
in an expression tree are restricted to those that are completely
symmetric in their operands (e.g., multiplication and addition),

Fig. 2. An expression tree representing .

it is unnecessary to order the vertices to avoid ambiguity in
interpreting the expression represented by the tree.
In this paper, we extend expression trees so that the leaf ver-

tices represent functions, not just variables or constants. Sums
and products in such expression trees combine their operands in
the usual (pointwise) manner in which functions are added and
multiplied. For example, Fig. 3(a) unambiguously represents the
expression on the right-hand side of (3), and Fig. 4(a) unambigu-
ously represents the expression on the right-hand side of (4). The
operators shown in these figures are the function product and the
summary, having various local functions as their arguments.
Also shown in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b), are redrawings of the factor

graph of Fig. 1 as a rooted tree with and as root vertex,
respectively. This is possible because the global function de-
fined in (2) was deliberately chosen so that the corresponding
factor graph is a tree. Comparing the factor graphs with the cor-
responding trees representing the expression for the marginal
function, it is easy to note their correspondence. This observa-
tion is simple, but key: when a factor graph is cycle-free, the
factor graph not only encodes in its structure the factorization
of the global function, but also encodes arithmetic expressions
by which the marginal functions associated with the global func-
tion may be computed.
Formally, as we show in Appendix A, to convert a cycle-free

factor graph representing a function to the cor-
responding expression tree for , draw the factor graph as
a rooted tree with as root. Every node in the factor graph
then has a clearly defined parent node, namely, the neighboring
node through which the unique path from to must pass. Re-
place each variable node in the factor graph with a product op-
erator. Replace each factor node in the factor graph with a “form
product and multiply by ” operator, and between a factor node
and its parent , insert a summary operator. These

local transformations are illustrated in Fig. 5(a) for a variable
node, and in Fig. 5(b) for a factor node with parent . Trivial
products (those with one or no operand) act as identity opera-
tors, or may be omitted if they are leaf nodes in the expression
tree. A summary operator applied to a function with a
single argument is also a trivial operation, andmay be omitted.
Applying this transformation to the tree of Fig. 3(b) yields the
expression tree of Fig. 3(a), and similarly for Fig. 4. Trivial op-
erations are indicated with dashed lines in these figures.

B. Computing a Single Marginal Function
Every expression tree represents an algorithm for computing

the corresponding expression. One might describe the algorithm
as a recursive “top-down” procedure that starts at the root vertex
and evaluates each subtree descending from the root, combining
the results as dictated by the operator at the root. Equivalently,
we prefer to describe the algorithm as a “bottom-up” procedure
that begins at the leaves of the tree, with each operator vertex

From Kschischang, Frey, Loeliger 2001
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Nested Effect Models

Clustering defines groups of genes with similar phenotypic
profiles, but may miss the hierarchy in the observed perturba-
tion effects, as is exemplified in Figure 1. Perturbing some genes
may have an influence on a global process, while perturbing
others affects subprocesses of it. Imagine, e.g. a signaling
pathway activating several transcription factors (TFs). Blocking
the entire pathway will affect all targets of the TFs, while
perturbing a single downstream TF will only affect its direct
targets, which are a subset of the phenotype obtained by
blocking the complete pathway. Boutros et al. (2002) show that
by this reasoning non-transcriptional features of signaling
pathways can be recovered from gene-expression profiles.
However, no previous computational method is applicable to
infer models from biological subset relations on data sets
screening whole pathways.
Nested effects models. We will call a model encoding the

(noisy) subset relations between the effects observed after
perturbing the target genes a Nested Effects Model (NEM).
It can be seen as a generalization of similarity-based clustering,
which orders (clusters of) genes according to subset relation-
ships between the sets of phenotypes. In this article, we develop
a Bayesian method to infer NEM from large-scale data sets.
Our method builds on preliminary work by Markowetz et al.,

(2005), which is specifically designed for inference from indirect
information and also takes the imbalance between spurious
and missed effects into account. Previously, this method was
limited to small-scale scenarios of up to six genes, where model
search can be done by exhaustive enumeration. Scaling upmodel
search to larger numbers of perturbed genes is a non-trivial

problem due to the constraints imposed on the model by
having only indirect information of the underlying genetic
network. Here, we approach the problem of inferring a hierarchy
on the set of all perturbed genes by constructing it from smaller
sub-models containing only pairs or triples of genes. Such ‘divide-
and-conquer’-like approaches are regularly used in high-
dimensional statistical inference, e.g. for estimating large
phylogenetic trees (Strimmer and von Haeseler, 1996) or
learning Gaussian graphical models for regulatory networks
(Wille et al., 2004). Our resulting method is the first one to make
inference of NEMs feasible on a pathway-wide scale.
The next section introduces our novel methodology in detail.

In Section 3, we demonstrate the applicability of our methods
in a controlled simulation study, and in Section 4 we describe
results for two experimental data sets. We show that the subset
relations retrieved actually reflect the regulatory functions of
the genes involved.

2 ALGORITHM

Data. We assume that data is given in the form of a binary
matrix D with columns corresponding to perturbation experi-
ments on one of n genes (replicates are possible) and rows to
one of m possible effects E1, . . . ,Em. A phenotypic profile Px of
gene x consists of a binary vector of length m with a PxðEiÞ ¼ 1
denoting that effect Ei occurred after perturbing gene x, and
PxðEiÞ ¼ 0 denoting that it did not.
Subset relations between phenotypic profiles. Instead of

similarity, we will consider subset relations between phenotypic
profiles. We say that gene x is upstream of gene y

(c) Nested Effects Model(a) Data (b) Clustering
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Fig. 1. An introduction to Nested Effects Models. Plot (a) shows a toy dataset consisting of phenotypic profiles for eight perturbed genes (A, . . . ,H).
Each profile is binary with black coding for an observed effect and white for an effect not observed. The eight profiles are hierarchically clustered,
showing that they fall into four pairs of genes with almost identical phenotypic profiles: (A,B), (C,D), (E,F) and (G,H), as shown in plot (b). An
important feature of the data missed by clustering is the subset structure visible between the profiles in the data set: the effects observed when
perturbing genes A or B are a superset to the effects observed for all other genes. The effects of perturbing G or H are a subset to all other genes’
effects. The pairs (C,D) and (E,F) have different but overlapping effect sets. The directed acyclic graph (DAG) shown in plot (c) represents these
subset relations, which are shown in plot (d). Compared to the clustering result in plot (b) the NEM additionally elucidates relationships between the
clusters and thus describes the dominant features of the data set better.
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Key properties of Factor Graph-NEMs (FG-
NEMs)

• NEMs assume the genes that are perturbed interact in a 
binary manner

• But many interactions have sign
– inhibitory or stimulating action

• FG-NEMs capture a broader set of interactions among the 
perturbed genes

• Formulation based on a Factor Graph
– Provide an efficient search over the space of NEMs



Notation

• S-genes: Set of genes that have been deleted individually
• E-genes: Set of effector genes that are measured
• Θ: The attachment of an effector gene to the S-gene network
• Φ: The interaction matrix of S-genes
• X: The phenotypic profile, each column gives the difference in 

expression in a knockout compared to wild type
– Rows: E-genes
– Columns: S-genes

• Y: Hidden effect matrix, each entry is {-1, 0, +1} which 
specifies whether an S-gene affects the E-gene



are listed from top to bottom according to where they are attached
to the network. Depending on the connections of the S-genes to
one another and to the E-genes, a disruption in an S-gene will
cause E-genes to either increase or decrease in expression relative
to wild-type. For example, E-gene E7 decreases under DB relative
to wild-type because the wild-type activation by B is absent in the
deletion. On the other hand, the expression of E10 also decreases
under DB relative to wild-type but as a result of a different
mechanism. In wild-type, E10 is expressed at a baseline level
because its repressor, the product of gene D, is inhibited by B’s
product. However, in the B deletion, D is derepressed, leading to
inhibition of E10. This toy example illustrates that the disambig-
uation of inhibition and activation, both for S-gene interactions
and E-gene attachments, make it possible to account for an

expanded set of mechanisms leading to the observed expression
changes.

The E-gene expression changes are available in a data matrix X
where each column gives the difference in expression of each E-
gene under the deletion of a single S-gene relative to wild-type. X
may also contain replicates in the form of repeated S-gene knock-
downs. The entry XeAr represents e’s expression change under the
rth replicate of DA. Furthermore, we assume that an unknown
expression ‘‘state’’ for each E-gene under each knock-down,
determines its set of expression changes observed across the {XeAr}
replicates in the microarray data. The matrix, Y, records a hidden
state for each E-gene under each knock-down, where entry YeA is
the state of E-gene e under DA. We allow the states to be ternary-
valued {+1, 21, 0} representing whether e is up-regulated, down-

Figure 1. Predicting Pair-wise Interaction Using Quantitative Nested Effects. (A) Hypothetical example with four S-genes, A, B, C, and D. The
graph contains one inhibitory link, BxD (left). A heatmap of E-gene expression under knockdown of each S-gene shows both inhibitory and
stimulatory effects (middle). Scatter plots of the C, A, B, and D knock-outs show that expression fits in the shaded preferred regions of each interaction
(right). The inhibitory link explains some of the ‘‘observed’’ data: expression changes under DD (bright red or bright green entries in the heatmap)
occur in a subset of the E-genes for which the opposite changes occur in DB. (B) Data from a known inhibitory interaction. Expression levels of effect
genes under the DIG1/DIG2 knock-out (y-axis) plotted against their levels under the STE2 knock-out (x-axis) as detected in [17]. Expression changes
significant at a = 0.05 indicated in gray lines. DIG1/DIG2 is known to inhibit STE12. (C) Interaction modes. Observed E-gene expression changes are
compared to five possible types of interactions between two S-genes, A and B (i–v). The top row illustrates the expected nested effects relationship
for each type of interaction mode: circles represent sets of E-genes with expression changes consistent with either activation (blue circles) or
inhibition (yellow circles). Scatter-plots for each interaction mode show the hypothetical expression changes under DA (x-axis) and DB (y-axis) for all E-
genes (circles). E-gene levels are either consistent (filled) or inconsistent (open) with the mode. Shaded regions demark expression levels consistent
with each interaction model. The example shows expression changes that most closely match the inhibition mode (indicated by the greatest number
of closed circles).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000274.g001

Factor Graph Nested Effects Model
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S-gene interaction modes and their 
expression signatures

are listed from top to bottom according to where they are attached
to the network. Depending on the connections of the S-genes to
one another and to the E-genes, a disruption in an S-gene will
cause E-genes to either increase or decrease in expression relative
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deletion. On the other hand, the expression of E10 also decreases
under DB relative to wild-type but as a result of a different
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product. However, in the B deletion, D is derepressed, leading to
inhibition of E10. This toy example illustrates that the disambig-
uation of inhibition and activation, both for S-gene interactions
and E-gene attachments, make it possible to account for an

expanded set of mechanisms leading to the observed expression
changes.
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may also contain replicates in the form of repeated S-gene knock-
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state for each E-gene under each knock-down, where entry YeA is
the state of E-gene e under DA. We allow the states to be ternary-
valued {+1, 21, 0} representing whether e is up-regulated, down-

Figure 1. Predicting Pair-wise Interaction Using Quantitative Nested Effects. (A) Hypothetical example with four S-genes, A, B, C, and D. The
graph contains one inhibitory link, BxD (left). A heatmap of E-gene expression under knockdown of each S-gene shows both inhibitory and
stimulatory effects (middle). Scatter plots of the C, A, B, and D knock-outs show that expression fits in the shaded preferred regions of each interaction
(right). The inhibitory link explains some of the ‘‘observed’’ data: expression changes under DD (bright red or bright green entries in the heatmap)
occur in a subset of the E-genes for which the opposite changes occur in DB. (B) Data from a known inhibitory interaction. Expression levels of effect
genes under the DIG1/DIG2 knock-out (y-axis) plotted against their levels under the STE2 knock-out (x-axis) as detected in [17]. Expression changes
significant at a = 0.05 indicated in gray lines. DIG1/DIG2 is known to inhibit STE12. (C) Interaction modes. Observed E-gene expression changes are
compared to five possible types of interactions between two S-genes, A and B (i–v). The top row illustrates the expected nested effects relationship
for each type of interaction mode: circles represent sets of E-genes with expression changes consistent with either activation (blue circles) or
inhibition (yellow circles). Scatter-plots for each interaction mode show the hypothetical expression changes under DA (x-axis) and DB (y-axis) for all E-
genes (circles). E-gene levels are either consistent (filled) or inconsistent (open) with the mode. Shaded regions demark expression levels consistent
with each interaction model. The example shows expression changes that most closely match the inhibition mode (indicated by the greatest number
of closed circles).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000274.g001

Factor Graph Nested Effects Model
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Probabilistic model for NEMs

• Goal is to find a network, Φ and Θ that best fit the observed 
data (X)

• This is an inference problem

• Use a Maximum a posterior (MAP) approach

J(X) = max�,✓P (�, ✓|X)

J(X) = max�,✓
X

Y

P (�, ✓, Y |X)

• Y encodes the “true” expression state of effector genes (X).
• X is a noisy measurement of Y. Y is the quantity we need to 

sum over



Probabilistic model continued

regulated, or unchanged under DA relative to wild-type respec-
tively.

Nested effects models include two sets of parameters. The
parameter set W records all pair-wise interactions among the S-
genes and the parameter set H describes how each E-gene is
attached to the network of S-genes. In the original NEM
formulations [10,15,18] W is a binary matrix with entry wAB set
to one if S-gene A acts above S-gene B and zero otherwise. If
wAB = wBA = 1 then the S-genes are assumed to operate at an
equivalent position in the pathway. Note that indirect interactions
are also represented in W so that if wAB = 1 and wBC = 1 it implies
wAC = 1. A parsimonious network among the S-genes is solved for
by computing the transitive reduction of W.

To allow for both stimulatory and inhibitory interactions in
our formulation, wAB can assume six possible values for each
unique unordered S-gene pair {A, B}. We refer to these values as
interaction modes. The possible values are: (i) A activates B, ARB;
(ii) A inhibits B, AxB; (iii) A is equivalent to B, A = B; (iv) A does
not interact with B, A?B; (v) B activates A, BRA; and (vi) B
inhibits A, BxA.

Plotting the response of E-genes under DA and DB yields a
scatter-plot that may provide a signature for the type of interaction
between A and B. For example, Figure 1B shows a scatter-plot of
gene expression changes from the Hughes et al. (2000) yeast
knock-out compendium [17] for a pair of knock-outs of the well-
known pheromone-response genes: DSTE12 and the DDIG1/
DIG2 double knock-out. Comparing the scatter-plot for these
pheromone-response genes to the patterns in Figure 1C, it can be
seen to match the inhibitory interaction mode more closely than
the other modes, which is consistent with DIG1/DIG2’s known
inhibition of STE12. Figure 1C shows an example of the first four
modes. Shaded regions denote consistent E-gene responses for
each mode. An interaction mode determines a constraint on the
observed E-gene expression changes. For example, plotting the
expression changes of E-genes that act downstream of either A or
B for the generic A.B interaction mode produces points in one of
the seven shaded regions shown in Figure 1Cv. Figure 1Cii shows
an example where the inhibitory interaction mode is the best
match to the data because a higher number of E-gene changes fall
within consistent regions (filled circles in the figure). In this
manner, genomewide expression changes detected on the micro-
arrays can be used as quantitative phenotypes to identify a variety
of interactions between pairs of S-genes.

Note that two genes are equivalent if their knock-downs lead to
significantly similar expression changes, which may predict, for
example, that they form a complex. Figure 1C also illustrates the
generic interaction mode A.B used in an unsigned version of our
method. We compare FG-NEM results to two unsigned variants to
estimate the change in predictive power as a function of the
introduction of sign. In effect, both variants consider four
interaction modes: (i) A.B; (ii) B.A; (iii) A?B; and A = B. For
comparison purposes, a predicted unsigned interaction was treated
as activation. In the FG-NEM AVT variant, FG-NEM is run on
the absolute value of the data. In the uFG-NEM method, we
remove the component of FG-NEM which models induced
expression, resulting in interaction modes where the top and right
five regions are disallowed in all interaction modes.

Probabilistic Formulation of NEMs
Our goal is to find a structure among the S-genes that provides

a compact description of X. To find a network that best ‘‘fits’’ the
data, we take a maximum a posteriori approach as in [15,18] jointly
identify W and H that maximize the posterior:

J Xð Þ~max W,H P W,HjXð Þf g ð1 Þ

~max W,H

X

Y

P W,H,Y jXð Þ

( )

ð2 Þ

where we introduce the hidden E-gene states by summing over all
possible configurations of the Y matrix. Applying Bayes’ Rule and
dropping P(X), which is constant with respect to the maximization,
we obtain:

J Xð Þ~max W,H P Wð ÞP HjWð Þ
X

Y

P Y jW,Hð ÞP X jYð Þ

( )

ð3 Þ

&max W,H P Wð Þ
X

Y

P Y jW,Hð ÞP X jYð Þ

( )

ð4 Þ

The approximation in the last step uses the assumption that any E-
gene attachments are equally likely given a network structure; i.e.
P(H|W) is assumed to be uniformly distributed and is ignored in
our approach. P(W) represents a prior over S-gene networks.

As in previous NEM formulations, we assume that each E-gene
is attached to a single S-gene and that each E-gene observation
vector across the knock-downs is independent of other E-gene
observations. The maximization function can then be written:

J Xð Þ~max W,H P Wð Þ
X

Y

P
e[E

P Y ejW,heð ÞP X ejY eð Þ

( )

ð5 Þ

~max W,H P Wð Þ P
e[E

X

Y

P Y ejW,heð ÞP X ejY eð Þ

( )

ð6 Þ

~max W,H P Wð Þ P
e[E

Le

! "
ð7 Þ

where Xe and Ye are the row vectors of data and hidden states for
E-gene e respectively, and he records the attachment point
information for E-gene e. After rearranging the products and
sums, we introduce the shorthand Le to represent the likelihood of
the data restricted only to E-gene e.

Previous approaches decompose Le over the knock-downs,
which assume the S-gene observations are independent given the
network and attachments (see [18] for an example of such a
derivation). To facilitate scoring the expanded set of interaction
modes mentioned earlier, we replace Le with a function
proportional to Le, Le9. Le9 is defined as a product of pair-wise S-
gene terms:

L’e~
X

A,B[S

P
Y eA,

Y eB

P Y eA,Y eBjwAB,heABð ÞP X eAjY eAð ÞP X eBjY eBð Þ ð8 Þ

where heAB represents the attachment of E-gene e relative to the
pair of S-genes A and B. Note that both heAB and wAB are indexed
by the unordered pair, {A, B}, so that wAB and wBA are references
for the same variable. We refer to heAB as e’s local attachment which
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Digging inside the Le term

• Note: Ye={YeA,YeB, YeC.. YeN}, where N is the total number of S-
genes

• Define L’e, proportional to Le using a set of pairwise potentials

regulated, or unchanged under DA relative to wild-type respec-
tively.

Nested effects models include two sets of parameters. The
parameter set W records all pair-wise interactions among the S-
genes and the parameter set H describes how each E-gene is
attached to the network of S-genes. In the original NEM
formulations [10,15,18] W is a binary matrix with entry wAB set
to one if S-gene A acts above S-gene B and zero otherwise. If
wAB = wBA = 1 then the S-genes are assumed to operate at an
equivalent position in the pathway. Note that indirect interactions
are also represented in W so that if wAB = 1 and wBC = 1 it implies
wAC = 1. A parsimonious network among the S-genes is solved for
by computing the transitive reduction of W.

To allow for both stimulatory and inhibitory interactions in
our formulation, wAB can assume six possible values for each
unique unordered S-gene pair {A, B}. We refer to these values as
interaction modes. The possible values are: (i) A activates B, ARB;
(ii) A inhibits B, AxB; (iii) A is equivalent to B, A = B; (iv) A does
not interact with B, A?B; (v) B activates A, BRA; and (vi) B
inhibits A, BxA.

Plotting the response of E-genes under DA and DB yields a
scatter-plot that may provide a signature for the type of interaction
between A and B. For example, Figure 1B shows a scatter-plot of
gene expression changes from the Hughes et al. (2000) yeast
knock-out compendium [17] for a pair of knock-outs of the well-
known pheromone-response genes: DSTE12 and the DDIG1/
DIG2 double knock-out. Comparing the scatter-plot for these
pheromone-response genes to the patterns in Figure 1C, it can be
seen to match the inhibitory interaction mode more closely than
the other modes, which is consistent with DIG1/DIG2’s known
inhibition of STE12. Figure 1C shows an example of the first four
modes. Shaded regions denote consistent E-gene responses for
each mode. An interaction mode determines a constraint on the
observed E-gene expression changes. For example, plotting the
expression changes of E-genes that act downstream of either A or
B for the generic A.B interaction mode produces points in one of
the seven shaded regions shown in Figure 1Cv. Figure 1Cii shows
an example where the inhibitory interaction mode is the best
match to the data because a higher number of E-gene changes fall
within consistent regions (filled circles in the figure). In this
manner, genomewide expression changes detected on the micro-
arrays can be used as quantitative phenotypes to identify a variety
of interactions between pairs of S-genes.

Note that two genes are equivalent if their knock-downs lead to
significantly similar expression changes, which may predict, for
example, that they form a complex. Figure 1C also illustrates the
generic interaction mode A.B used in an unsigned version of our
method. We compare FG-NEM results to two unsigned variants to
estimate the change in predictive power as a function of the
introduction of sign. In effect, both variants consider four
interaction modes: (i) A.B; (ii) B.A; (iii) A?B; and A = B. For
comparison purposes, a predicted unsigned interaction was treated
as activation. In the FG-NEM AVT variant, FG-NEM is run on
the absolute value of the data. In the uFG-NEM method, we
remove the component of FG-NEM which models induced
expression, resulting in interaction modes where the top and right
five regions are disallowed in all interaction modes.

Probabilistic Formulation of NEMs
Our goal is to find a structure among the S-genes that provides

a compact description of X. To find a network that best ‘‘fits’’ the
data, we take a maximum a posteriori approach as in [15,18] jointly
identify W and H that maximize the posterior:

J Xð Þ~max W,H P W,HjXð Þf g ð1 Þ

~max W,H

X

Y

P W,H,Y jXð Þ

( )

ð2 Þ

where we introduce the hidden E-gene states by summing over all
possible configurations of the Y matrix. Applying Bayes’ Rule and
dropping P(X), which is constant with respect to the maximization,
we obtain:

J Xð Þ~max W,H P Wð ÞP HjWð Þ
X

Y

P Y jW,Hð ÞP X jYð Þ

( )

ð3 Þ

&max W,H P Wð Þ
X

Y

P Y jW,Hð ÞP X jYð Þ

( )
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The approximation in the last step uses the assumption that any E-
gene attachments are equally likely given a network structure; i.e.
P(H|W) is assumed to be uniformly distributed and is ignored in
our approach. P(W) represents a prior over S-gene networks.

As in previous NEM formulations, we assume that each E-gene
is attached to a single S-gene and that each E-gene observation
vector across the knock-downs is independent of other E-gene
observations. The maximization function can then be written:

J Xð Þ~max W,H P Wð Þ
X
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P
e[E

P Y ejW,heð ÞP X ejY eð Þ
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where Xe and Ye are the row vectors of data and hidden states for
E-gene e respectively, and he records the attachment point
information for E-gene e. After rearranging the products and
sums, we introduce the shorthand Le to represent the likelihood of
the data restricted only to E-gene e.

Previous approaches decompose Le over the knock-downs,
which assume the S-gene observations are independent given the
network and attachments (see [18] for an example of such a
derivation). To facilitate scoring the expanded set of interaction
modes mentioned earlier, we replace Le with a function
proportional to Le, Le9. Le9 is defined as a product of pair-wise S-
gene terms:

L’e~
X

A,B[S

P
Y eA,

Y eB

P Y eA,Y eBjwAB,heABð ÞP X eAjY eAð ÞP X eBjY eBð Þ ð8 Þ

where heAB represents the attachment of E-gene e relative to the
pair of S-genes A and B. Note that both heAB and wAB are indexed
by the unordered pair, {A, B}, so that wAB and wBA are references
for the same variable. We refer to heAB as e’s local attachment which
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Digging inside the Le term

• The S- gene interaction
• Attachment of gene e with respect to A or B
�A,B
✓eAB

can take on five possible values from the set {A, 2A, B, 2B, 0}
representing that e is either up- or down-regulated by A, attached
and either up- or down-regulated by B, or not affected by either S-
gene. w AB defines the mode of interaction between S-genes A and
B. Assuming the replicates are independent given the E-gene
states, P(XeA | YeA) can be written as a product over replicate
terms: P

r[RA

P X eArjY eAð Þ, where P(XeAr | YeA) is modeled with a

Gaussian distribution having mean m:Y eA and standard deviation
s estimated from the data (see Text S1).

Substituting Le9 for Le into Eq. (7) and distributing the
maximization over attachment points, we obtain the maximizing
function used in our approach:

J Xð Þ~max W P Wð Þ P
e[E,
A,B[S

max
heAB

8
<

:

X

Y eA ,Y eB

P Y eA,Y eBjw AB,heABð ÞP X eAjY eAð ÞP X eAjY eAð Þ

) ð9 Þ

The interaction factors P(YeA, YeB | w AB, heAB) have a value of one if
the E-gene e is attached to either A or B and e’s state is consistent
with the interaction mode between A and B. If e’s state is
inconsistent with the interaction and attachment, then the factor
has value zero. While we used hard constraints to model consistent
and inconsistent expression changes (corresponding to the rigid
boundaries of the regions drawn in Figure 1C), such constraints
could be softened to use factors with belief potentials between zero
and one. Note that, to simplify the example, the interaction modes
in Figure 1C show defined regions. However, P(XeA | YeA) is
modeled as a Gaussian distribution and therefore assigns non-zero
probabilities over all possible expression values rather than
classifying some as allowed and others disallowed (i.e. probability
zero).

An Interaction Transitivity Prior
The prior over interactions, P(W), can represent preferences

over specific interactions in the S-gene graph, allowing the
incorporation of biologically-motivated constraints to guide
network search. For example, the interaction priors for genes in
a common pathway or genes whose products have been detected
to interact in protein-protein interaction screens could be set
higher than the priors for arbitrary pairs of S-genes. In this study,
we chose to test the approach both with and without external
biological information. Without external biological information,
the prior encodes a basic property of the S-gene graph: that it
should exhibit transitivity to force pair-wise interaction modes to
be consistent among all triples. Using transitivity, all paths between
any two genes, A and B, are guaranteed to have the same overall
effect; i.e. the product of the signs of individual links along different
paths between A and B are equal.

In order to preserve the transitivity of identified interaction
modes, the prior is decomposed over interaction configurations
into transitivity constraints on all triples of S-genes; i.e.:

P Wð Þ! P
A,B,C[S

tABC w AB,w BC ,w ACð Þ
! "

P
A,B[S

rAB w ABð Þ
! "

ð10 Þ

where t is zero if the triple of interactions are intransitive, and one
if the interactions are transitive (see Text S1 for full definition).
Using transitivity constraints forces the search to find consistent
models that best explain the observed changes. The transitivity

constraint includes both the direction of interactions and the sign
of interactions. As S-gene interactions are signed, the transitivity
constraint forces the sign of the product of two edges to equal the
sign of the third; e.g. if AxB and BxC, then ARC. A result of
modeling transitivity is that a directed cycle of stimulatory
interactions will also imply activation between any pair of S-genes
in the cycle, in both directions. Therefore, the method clusters
such S-genes into equivalence interactions. The product over r
factors in Eq. (10) encode evidence from high-throughput assays,
such as protein-protein binding and protein-DNA binding
interactions (see ‘‘Physical Structure Priors’’ in Text S1).

While network structures are constrained to reflect more
intuitive models, the decomposition introduces interdependencies
among the interactions, adding complexity to the search for high-
scoring networks. Importantly, max-sum message passing in a
factor graph [19] provides an efficient means for estimating highly
probable S-gene configurations. We next describe how the
problem is recoded into message-passing on a factor graph.

Inference on Factor Graphs to Search for Candidate S-
Gene Networks

The formulation above provides a definition of the objective
function to be maximized but says nothing about how to search for
a good network. The search space of networks is very large making
exhaustive search [10] intractable for networks larger than five S-
genes. To apply the method to larger networks, we require a fast,
heuristic approach. Markowetz et al. (2007) introduced a bottom-
up technique to infer an S-gene graph. They identify sub-graphs of
S-genes (pairs and triples) and then merge the sub-graphs together
into a final parsimonious graph. Fröhlich et al. (2008) [18] use
hierarchical clustering to first identify modules, subsets of S-genes
with correlated expression changes. Networks among the modules
are exhaustively searched and a final network is identified by
greedily introducing interactions across modules that increase the
likelihood.

Here, we introduce the use of a graphical model called a factor
graph to represent all possible NEM structures simultaneously.
The parameters that determine the S-gene interactions, W, are
explicitly represented as variables in the factor graph. Identifying a
high-scoring S-gene network is therefore converted to the task of
identifying likely assignments of the W variables in the factor
graph. A factor graph is a probabilistic graphical model whose
likelihood function can be factorized into smaller terms (factors)
representing local constraints or valuations on a set of random
variables. Other graphical models, such as Bayesian networks and
Markov random fields, have straightforward factor graph analogs.
A factor graph can be represented as an undirected, bi-partite
graph with two types of nodes: variables and factors. A variable is
adjacent to a factor if the variable appears as an argument of the
factor. Factor graphs generalize probability mass functions as the
joint likelihood function requires no normalization and the factors
need not be conditional probabilities. Each factor encodes a local
constraint pertaining to a few variables.

The Factor Graph for Nested Effects
Figure 2 shows the factor graph representing the NEM for the

example S-gene network from Figure 1A. Each random variable is
represented by a circle and each conditional probability term in
Eqs. (9–10) is represented by a square. The factor graph contains
three types of variables. First, every unique unordered pair of S-
genes {A,B} has a corresponding variable, w AB, that takes on values
equal to one of the previously mentioned interaction modes
(Figure 2, ‘‘S-Gene Interactions’’ level). Second, every E-gene-S-
gene pair is associated with a variable, YeA for the hidden
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Defining the factors

can take on five possible values from the set {A, 2A, B, 2B, 0}
representing that e is either up- or down-regulated by A, attached
and either up- or down-regulated by B, or not affected by either S-
gene. w AB defines the mode of interaction between S-genes A and
B. Assuming the replicates are independent given the E-gene
states, P(XeA | YeA) can be written as a product over replicate
terms: P

r[RA

P X eArjY eAð Þ, where P(XeAr | YeA) is modeled with a

Gaussian distribution having mean m:Y eA and standard deviation
s estimated from the data (see Text S1).

Substituting Le9 for Le into Eq. (7) and distributing the
maximization over attachment points, we obtain the maximizing
function used in our approach:

J Xð Þ~max W P Wð Þ P
e[E,
A,B[S

max
heAB

8
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:

X

Y eA ,Y eB

P Y eA,Y eBjw AB,heABð ÞP X eAjY eAð ÞP X eAjY eAð Þ
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The interaction factors P(YeA, YeB | w AB, heAB) have a value of one if
the E-gene e is attached to either A or B and e’s state is consistent
with the interaction mode between A and B. If e’s state is
inconsistent with the interaction and attachment, then the factor
has value zero. While we used hard constraints to model consistent
and inconsistent expression changes (corresponding to the rigid
boundaries of the regions drawn in Figure 1C), such constraints
could be softened to use factors with belief potentials between zero
and one. Note that, to simplify the example, the interaction modes
in Figure 1C show defined regions. However, P(XeA | YeA) is
modeled as a Gaussian distribution and therefore assigns non-zero
probabilities over all possible expression values rather than
classifying some as allowed and others disallowed (i.e. probability
zero).

An Interaction Transitivity Prior
The prior over interactions, P(W), can represent preferences

over specific interactions in the S-gene graph, allowing the
incorporation of biologically-motivated constraints to guide
network search. For example, the interaction priors for genes in
a common pathway or genes whose products have been detected
to interact in protein-protein interaction screens could be set
higher than the priors for arbitrary pairs of S-genes. In this study,
we chose to test the approach both with and without external
biological information. Without external biological information,
the prior encodes a basic property of the S-gene graph: that it
should exhibit transitivity to force pair-wise interaction modes to
be consistent among all triples. Using transitivity, all paths between
any two genes, A and B, are guaranteed to have the same overall
effect; i.e. the product of the signs of individual links along different
paths between A and B are equal.

In order to preserve the transitivity of identified interaction
modes, the prior is decomposed over interaction configurations
into transitivity constraints on all triples of S-genes; i.e.:

P Wð Þ! P
A,B,C[S

tABC w AB,w BC ,w ACð Þ
! "

P
A,B[S

rAB w ABð Þ
! "

ð10 Þ

where t is zero if the triple of interactions are intransitive, and one
if the interactions are transitive (see Text S1 for full definition).
Using transitivity constraints forces the search to find consistent
models that best explain the observed changes. The transitivity

constraint includes both the direction of interactions and the sign
of interactions. As S-gene interactions are signed, the transitivity
constraint forces the sign of the product of two edges to equal the
sign of the third; e.g. if AxB and BxC, then ARC. A result of
modeling transitivity is that a directed cycle of stimulatory
interactions will also imply activation between any pair of S-genes
in the cycle, in both directions. Therefore, the method clusters
such S-genes into equivalence interactions. The product over r
factors in Eq. (10) encode evidence from high-throughput assays,
such as protein-protein binding and protein-DNA binding
interactions (see ‘‘Physical Structure Priors’’ in Text S1).

While network structures are constrained to reflect more
intuitive models, the decomposition introduces interdependencies
among the interactions, adding complexity to the search for high-
scoring networks. Importantly, max-sum message passing in a
factor graph [19] provides an efficient means for estimating highly
probable S-gene configurations. We next describe how the
problem is recoded into message-passing on a factor graph.

Inference on Factor Graphs to Search for Candidate S-
Gene Networks

The formulation above provides a definition of the objective
function to be maximized but says nothing about how to search for
a good network. The search space of networks is very large making
exhaustive search [10] intractable for networks larger than five S-
genes. To apply the method to larger networks, we require a fast,
heuristic approach. Markowetz et al. (2007) introduced a bottom-
up technique to infer an S-gene graph. They identify sub-graphs of
S-genes (pairs and triples) and then merge the sub-graphs together
into a final parsimonious graph. Fröhlich et al. (2008) [18] use
hierarchical clustering to first identify modules, subsets of S-genes
with correlated expression changes. Networks among the modules
are exhaustively searched and a final network is identified by
greedily introducing interactions across modules that increase the
likelihood.

Here, we introduce the use of a graphical model called a factor
graph to represent all possible NEM structures simultaneously.
The parameters that determine the S-gene interactions, W, are
explicitly represented as variables in the factor graph. Identifying a
high-scoring S-gene network is therefore converted to the task of
identifying likely assignments of the W variables in the factor
graph. A factor graph is a probabilistic graphical model whose
likelihood function can be factorized into smaller terms (factors)
representing local constraints or valuations on a set of random
variables. Other graphical models, such as Bayesian networks and
Markov random fields, have straightforward factor graph analogs.
A factor graph can be represented as an undirected, bi-partite
graph with two types of nodes: variables and factors. A variable is
adjacent to a factor if the variable appears as an argument of the
factor. Factor graphs generalize probability mass functions as the
joint likelihood function requires no normalization and the factors
need not be conditional probabilities. Each factor encodes a local
constraint pertaining to a few variables.

The Factor Graph for Nested Effects
Figure 2 shows the factor graph representing the NEM for the

example S-gene network from Figure 1A. Each random variable is
represented by a circle and each conditional probability term in
Eqs. (9–10) is represented by a square. The factor graph contains
three types of variables. First, every unique unordered pair of S-
genes {A,B} has a corresponding variable, w AB, that takes on values
equal to one of the previously mentioned interaction modes
(Figure 2, ‘‘S-Gene Interactions’’ level). Second, every E-gene-S-
gene pair is associated with a variable, YeA for the hidden
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This factor has  value=1 if the E-gene e is attached to either A or B and e’s state is consistent
with the interaction mode between A and B.



The prior over S-gene graph

• The prior P(Φ ) can incorporate prior knowledge of 
interactions among genes in pathways

• At its simplest, it should encode a transitivity relationship to 
force all pairwise interactions to be consistent among all 
triples

can take on five possible values from the set {A, 2A, B, 2B, 0}
representing that e is either up- or down-regulated by A, attached
and either up- or down-regulated by B, or not affected by either S-
gene. w AB defines the mode of interaction between S-genes A and
B. Assuming the replicates are independent given the E-gene
states, P(XeA | YeA) can be written as a product over replicate
terms: P

r[RA

P X eArjY eAð Þ, where P(XeAr | YeA) is modeled with a

Gaussian distribution having mean m:Y eA and standard deviation
s estimated from the data (see Text S1).

Substituting Le9 for Le into Eq. (7) and distributing the
maximization over attachment points, we obtain the maximizing
function used in our approach:

J Xð Þ~max W P Wð Þ P
e[E,
A,B[S

max
heAB
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The interaction factors P(YeA, YeB | w AB, heAB) have a value of one if
the E-gene e is attached to either A or B and e’s state is consistent
with the interaction mode between A and B. If e’s state is
inconsistent with the interaction and attachment, then the factor
has value zero. While we used hard constraints to model consistent
and inconsistent expression changes (corresponding to the rigid
boundaries of the regions drawn in Figure 1C), such constraints
could be softened to use factors with belief potentials between zero
and one. Note that, to simplify the example, the interaction modes
in Figure 1C show defined regions. However, P(XeA | YeA) is
modeled as a Gaussian distribution and therefore assigns non-zero
probabilities over all possible expression values rather than
classifying some as allowed and others disallowed (i.e. probability
zero).

An Interaction Transitivity Prior
The prior over interactions, P(W), can represent preferences

over specific interactions in the S-gene graph, allowing the
incorporation of biologically-motivated constraints to guide
network search. For example, the interaction priors for genes in
a common pathway or genes whose products have been detected
to interact in protein-protein interaction screens could be set
higher than the priors for arbitrary pairs of S-genes. In this study,
we chose to test the approach both with and without external
biological information. Without external biological information,
the prior encodes a basic property of the S-gene graph: that it
should exhibit transitivity to force pair-wise interaction modes to
be consistent among all triples. Using transitivity, all paths between
any two genes, A and B, are guaranteed to have the same overall
effect; i.e. the product of the signs of individual links along different
paths between A and B are equal.

In order to preserve the transitivity of identified interaction
modes, the prior is decomposed over interaction configurations
into transitivity constraints on all triples of S-genes; i.e.:
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P
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where t is zero if the triple of interactions are intransitive, and one
if the interactions are transitive (see Text S1 for full definition).
Using transitivity constraints forces the search to find consistent
models that best explain the observed changes. The transitivity

constraint includes both the direction of interactions and the sign
of interactions. As S-gene interactions are signed, the transitivity
constraint forces the sign of the product of two edges to equal the
sign of the third; e.g. if AxB and BxC, then ARC. A result of
modeling transitivity is that a directed cycle of stimulatory
interactions will also imply activation between any pair of S-genes
in the cycle, in both directions. Therefore, the method clusters
such S-genes into equivalence interactions. The product over r
factors in Eq. (10) encode evidence from high-throughput assays,
such as protein-protein binding and protein-DNA binding
interactions (see ‘‘Physical Structure Priors’’ in Text S1).

While network structures are constrained to reflect more
intuitive models, the decomposition introduces interdependencies
among the interactions, adding complexity to the search for high-
scoring networks. Importantly, max-sum message passing in a
factor graph [19] provides an efficient means for estimating highly
probable S-gene configurations. We next describe how the
problem is recoded into message-passing on a factor graph.

Inference on Factor Graphs to Search for Candidate S-
Gene Networks

The formulation above provides a definition of the objective
function to be maximized but says nothing about how to search for
a good network. The search space of networks is very large making
exhaustive search [10] intractable for networks larger than five S-
genes. To apply the method to larger networks, we require a fast,
heuristic approach. Markowetz et al. (2007) introduced a bottom-
up technique to infer an S-gene graph. They identify sub-graphs of
S-genes (pairs and triples) and then merge the sub-graphs together
into a final parsimonious graph. Fröhlich et al. (2008) [18] use
hierarchical clustering to first identify modules, subsets of S-genes
with correlated expression changes. Networks among the modules
are exhaustively searched and a final network is identified by
greedily introducing interactions across modules that increase the
likelihood.

Here, we introduce the use of a graphical model called a factor
graph to represent all possible NEM structures simultaneously.
The parameters that determine the S-gene interactions, W, are
explicitly represented as variables in the factor graph. Identifying a
high-scoring S-gene network is therefore converted to the task of
identifying likely assignments of the W variables in the factor
graph. A factor graph is a probabilistic graphical model whose
likelihood function can be factorized into smaller terms (factors)
representing local constraints or valuations on a set of random
variables. Other graphical models, such as Bayesian networks and
Markov random fields, have straightforward factor graph analogs.
A factor graph can be represented as an undirected, bi-partite
graph with two types of nodes: variables and factors. A variable is
adjacent to a factor if the variable appears as an argument of the
factor. Factor graphs generalize probability mass functions as the
joint likelihood function requires no normalization and the factors
need not be conditional probabilities. Each factor encodes a local
constraint pertaining to a few variables.

The Factor Graph for Nested Effects
Figure 2 shows the factor graph representing the NEM for the

example S-gene network from Figure 1A. Each random variable is
represented by a circle and each conditional probability term in
Eqs. (9–10) is represented by a square. The factor graph contains
three types of variables. First, every unique unordered pair of S-
genes {A,B} has a corresponding variable, w AB, that takes on values
equal to one of the previously mentioned interaction modes
(Figure 2, ‘‘S-Gene Interactions’’ level). Second, every E-gene-S-
gene pair is associated with a variable, YeA for the hidden
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Factor graph representation of NEMs

expression state of effect gene e under knock-down A, (Figure 2,
‘‘E-gene Expression State’’ level). Third, every observed expres-
sion value is associated with a continuous variable, XeAr, where r
indexes over replications of DA (Figure 2, ‘‘E-gene Expression
Observation’’ level). Figure 2 also shows the expression factors,
interaction factors, and transitivity factors of Eqs. (9–10).

Inference with message passing. The W that maximizes
the posterior is found using max-sum message passing using all
terms from Eqs. (9–10) in log space. For acyclic graphs, the
marginal, max-marginal and conditional probabilities of single or
multiple variables can be exactly calculated by the max-sum
algorithms [19]. Message-passing algorithms demonstrate
excellent empirical results in various practical problems even on
graphs containing cycles such as feed-forward and feed-back loops
[20–23].

Here, the message passing schedule performs inference in two
steps. In the first step, messages from observations nodes XeAr are
passed through the expression factors and hidden E-gene state
variables, to calculate all messages m(YARwAB) in a single upward
pass. In the second step, messages are passed between only the
interaction variables and transitivity factors until convergence (see
Text S1). In the example shown in Figure 2, running inference
results in assignments of activation for wAB and wBC (shaded red),
inhibition for wBD and wAD (shaded green), and non-interaction for
wAB and wBC (unshaded), which match the NEM structure from
Figure 1A. For display of inferred S-gene networks, we compute
the transitive reduction of W by removing all links for which there
is a longer redundant path [24].

Pathway expansion with FG-NEMs. Once a signaling
network is identified using the message passing inference
procedure above, the network can be used to search for new
genes that may be part of the pathway. The NEM and FG-NEM

framework predict new members that act in the pathway by
‘‘attaching’’ E-genes to S-genes in the network, or leaving them
detached if their expression data does not fit the model. Attaching
E-gene, e, to S-gene, s, asserts that the expression changes of e over
all knock-downs are best explained by a network in which e is
directly downstream of s. The E-genes attached to the network are
collectively referred to as the frontier. Frontier genes may be good
candidates for further characterization (e.g. knock-down and
expression profiling) in subsequent experiments.

To gain a global picture for where e is connected, we use a
modified NEM scoring from Markowetz et al. (2005). The pair-
wise attachments for a single E-gene connection variable heAB,
provide local ‘‘best guesses’’ for e’s attachment. Rather than
aggregate e’s collection of local attachments, we use NEM scoring,
modified to incorporate both stimulatory and inhibitory attach-
ments, to estimate the attachment point using the full network
learned in the previous step (see Text S1).

We calculate a log-likelihood ratio that measures the degree to
which e’s expression data is explained by the network if it is
attached to one of the S-genes compared to being disconnected
from the network, i.e. its likelihood was generated entirely by the
background Gaussian distribution. For E-gene e, we compute the
log-likelihood of attachment ratio (LAR):

LAR eð Þ~log
max
i=0

P XejW,he~ið Þ
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where he here represents Markowetz et. al’s attachment parameter
expanded to include inhibitory and stimulatory attachments. We
rank all of the E-genes according to their LAR scores. Top-scoring
genes have data that is more likely to have arisen from the model
than a null background. Any E-gene that has a positive LAR score
is included as a frontier gene.

Experimental Validation Procedure for Newly Predicted
Cancer Invasion Genes

To validate the involvement of predicted invasiveness frontier
genes, HT29 colon cancer cells were resuspended in DMEM
medium containing 0.1% FBS and seeded into the top wells
(26105 per well) containing individual Matrigel inserts (BD
Biosciences, San Jose, CA) according to manufacturer’s protocol.
The lower wells were filled with 800 ml medium with 10% fetal
bovine serum as chemoattractant. Six to ten hours following
seeding, the cells in the upper wells were transfected with the
appropriate shRNA-expressing pSuper constructs [25] using
Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Final concentra-
tion of pSuper constructs was 1.6 mg/ml. The transfected cells
were incubated at 37uC for 48 hours before assaying for invasion.
Media was aspirated from the top wells and non-invading cells
were scraped from the upper side of the inserts with a cotton swab
and invading cells on the lower side were fixed and stained using
DiffQuick (IMEB, Inc. San Marcos, CA). Total number of
invading cells was counted for each insert using a light microscope.
Invasion was assessed in quadruplicate and independently
repeated at least five times. The shRNA-expressing portion of
the construct was designed using the siRNA Selection Program of
the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research (http://jura.wi.
mit.edu/bioc/siRNAext/), synthesized by Invitrogen and sub-
cloned into the XhoI and BamHI sites of pSuper plasmid.
Sequences for shRNA constructs are available in the Text S1.
shRNA construct MYO1G targets the myosin 1G mRNA
(GenBank accession number NM _033054). shRNA construct

Figure 2. Structure of the factor graph for network inference.
The factor graph consists of three classes of variables (circles) and three
classes of factors (squares). XeAr is a continuous observation of E-gene
e’s expression under DA and replicate r. YeA is the hidden state of E-
gene e under DA, and is a discrete variable with domain {up, , down}. wAB

is the interaction between two S-genes A and B. Expression Factors
model expression as a mixture of Gaussian distributions. Interaction
Factors constrain E-gene states to the allowed regions shown in
Figure 1C. Transitivity Factors constrain pair-wise interactions to form
consistent triangles. The arrows labeled m and m9 are messages
encoding local belief potentials on wAB and are propagated during
factor graph inference.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000274.g002
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Inference on the factor graph

• Find most likely configurations for
• Use a message passing algorithm called the Max-Product 

algorithm (standard for factor graphs)
• Message passing happens in two steps
– Messages are passed from observations XeA to the 
– Messages are passed between the interaction and 

transitivity factors until convergence

�A,B
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Does FG-NEM capture activating and 
inhibitory relationships?

BMPR1A targets the bone morphogenetic protein receptor, type
IA mRNA (NM_004329). shRNA construct COLEC12 targets the
collectin sub-family member 12 mRNA (NM_130386). shRNA
construct AA099748 targets an expressed sequence tag mRNA
(AA099748). shRNA construct CAPN12 targets the calpain 12
mRNA (NM_144691). shRNA construct scrambled serves as a
nonsense sequence negative control.

Results

Results on Artificial Networks
Data. We evaluated FG-NEMs ability to recover artificial

networks from simulated data. Data was generated by propagating
signals in networks containing simulated knock-downs and then
sampling expression data from activated, inhibited, or unaffected
expression change distributions (see Text S1 and Figure S3). We
focused on how the FG-NEM approach increased recovery of
networks that contain both activation and inhibition. Because FG-
NEMs explicitly incorporate inhibition, we hypothesized that they
would recover networks containing an appreciable amount of
inhibition more accurately than an approach lacking separate
modes for inhibition and activation. We implemented a version of
FG-NEM in which inhibition encoded in the FG-NEM model was
removed (see Methods). We refer to this version as the ‘‘unsigned’’
FG-NEM (uFG-NEM). We compared uFG-NEM to the original
NEM approach and found that the results were comparable on
small synthetic networks of four S-genes and their associated data
(see Figure S2). We therefore used uFG-NEMs as a surrogate for
NEMs for the tests on larger networks on which NEM was not
efficient enough to run.

To make the comparison of FG-NEM to uFG-NEM fair, we
measured network recovery in two ways. 1) We calculated a
measure of structure recovery: a predicted interaction was called
correct if it matched an interaction (of either sign) in the simulated

network. In this case, whether the interaction was inhibitory or
stimulatory was ignored. 2) We measured sign recovery: a predicted
interaction was recorded as correct if it matched an interaction in
the simulated network and had the matching sign.

Influence of inhibition extent on network recovery. We
tested the ability of FG-NEMs and uFG-NEMs to recover the
structure of networks simulated with varying fractions of
inhibition, 0#l#0.75, for both the amount of inhibitory
connections between S-genes and inhibitory attachments of E-
genes. We simulated and predicted 500 networks, calculated the
area under the precision-recall curve (AUC) for each predicted
network (see Text S1), and recorded the mean and standard
deviation of these AUCs. As expected, when no inhibition was
present, FG-NEM and uFG-NEM were equivalent in terms of
AUC when run on non-transformed data (Figure 3A).
Surprisingly, FG-NEM run on the AVT data performs much
worse than FG-NEM even with no inhibition. This may be due to
its interpretation of unaffected E-gene changes as affected changes
which adds noise to its estimates of hierarchical nesting. As
increasing amounts of inhibition is added into simulated networks,
the performance of uFG-NEM degrades precipitously for structure
recovery, underperforming FG-NEM by a margin of more than
0.20 units of AUC at the highest levels of simulated inhibition
(Figure 3A). Even at moderate levels of inhibition, for example at
the 15% inhibition level, FG-NEM’s AUC is already significantly
higher than uFG-NEM’s AUC. We also calculated the AUC for
recovering the correct sign of the interactions for the unsigned
models. In this case, unsigned interactions were interpreted to be
activating interactions. As expected, the AUC decreases
quadratically since both the precision and recall decrease
linearly with increasing fraction of inhibition. Given these
results, we expect FG-NEMs to have significantly better
performance on real genetic networks where appreciable
amounts of inhibition exist (see Figure S1). We also varied other

Figure 3. Accuracy of artificial network recovery and expansion. (A) Influence of inhibition on network recovery. AUC (y-axis) plotted as a
function of the percent of inhibitory links (x-axis). Four replicate hybridizations were used in all simulations. Points and error bars represent means
and standard deviations computed across 500 synthetically generated networks respectively. Lines in each plot represent the performance of FG-
NEM (red) and uFG-NEM run on the original data (green) or on AVT data (blue) for both structure recovery (solid lines) and sign recovery (dotted
lines). (B) Accuracy of FG-NEM network expansion compared to Template Matching. The percentile of an S-gene obtained from Template Matching
was subtracted from the percentile of the LAR score (see Methods) assigned by FG-NEM and uFG-NEM obtained from the leave-one-out expansion
test. A smoothed histogram for FG-NEM (red), uFG-NEM run on the original data (green) and the AVT data (blue) was plotted and shows the
proportion of S-genes (y-axis) with a particular difference in method percentile (x-axis). The underlying simulated network had 32 S-genes, eight S-
genes were used for network recovery, and twenty E-genes were attached to each S-gene.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000274.g003
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FG-NEM: capture inhibitory and 
activating relationships
uFG-NEM: capture only unsigned 
interactions
FG-NEM AVT: FG-NEM run on 
absolute value data
Solid lines: structure recovery
Dashed lines: sign recovery 



Pathway expansion

• Attach new E-genes to S-gene network
• An attached gene e to S-gene s asserts that e is directly 

downstream of s
• All E-genes attached to the S-gene network are called frontier 

genes
• An E-gene’s connectivity is examined based on the Log-

likelihood Attachment Ratio 

expression state of effect gene e under knock-down A, (Figure 2,
‘‘E-gene Expression State’’ level). Third, every observed expres-
sion value is associated with a continuous variable, XeAr, where r
indexes over replications of DA (Figure 2, ‘‘E-gene Expression
Observation’’ level). Figure 2 also shows the expression factors,
interaction factors, and transitivity factors of Eqs. (9–10).

Inference with message passing. The W that maximizes
the posterior is found using max-sum message passing using all
terms from Eqs. (9–10) in log space. For acyclic graphs, the
marginal, max-marginal and conditional probabilities of single or
multiple variables can be exactly calculated by the max-sum
algorithms [19]. Message-passing algorithms demonstrate
excellent empirical results in various practical problems even on
graphs containing cycles such as feed-forward and feed-back loops
[20–23].

Here, the message passing schedule performs inference in two
steps. In the first step, messages from observations nodes XeAr are
passed through the expression factors and hidden E-gene state
variables, to calculate all messages m(YARwAB) in a single upward
pass. In the second step, messages are passed between only the
interaction variables and transitivity factors until convergence (see
Text S1). In the example shown in Figure 2, running inference
results in assignments of activation for wAB and wBC (shaded red),
inhibition for wBD and wAD (shaded green), and non-interaction for
wAB and wBC (unshaded), which match the NEM structure from
Figure 1A. For display of inferred S-gene networks, we compute
the transitive reduction of W by removing all links for which there
is a longer redundant path [24].

Pathway expansion with FG-NEMs. Once a signaling
network is identified using the message passing inference
procedure above, the network can be used to search for new
genes that may be part of the pathway. The NEM and FG-NEM

framework predict new members that act in the pathway by
‘‘attaching’’ E-genes to S-genes in the network, or leaving them
detached if their expression data does not fit the model. Attaching
E-gene, e, to S-gene, s, asserts that the expression changes of e over
all knock-downs are best explained by a network in which e is
directly downstream of s. The E-genes attached to the network are
collectively referred to as the frontier. Frontier genes may be good
candidates for further characterization (e.g. knock-down and
expression profiling) in subsequent experiments.

To gain a global picture for where e is connected, we use a
modified NEM scoring from Markowetz et al. (2005). The pair-
wise attachments for a single E-gene connection variable heAB,
provide local ‘‘best guesses’’ for e’s attachment. Rather than
aggregate e’s collection of local attachments, we use NEM scoring,
modified to incorporate both stimulatory and inhibitory attach-
ments, to estimate the attachment point using the full network
learned in the previous step (see Text S1).

We calculate a log-likelihood ratio that measures the degree to
which e’s expression data is explained by the network if it is
attached to one of the S-genes compared to being disconnected
from the network, i.e. its likelihood was generated entirely by the
background Gaussian distribution. For E-gene e, we compute the
log-likelihood of attachment ratio (LAR):

LAR eð Þ~log
max
i=0

P XejW,he~ið Þ

P XejW,he~0ð Þ
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where he here represents Markowetz et. al’s attachment parameter
expanded to include inhibitory and stimulatory attachments. We
rank all of the E-genes according to their LAR scores. Top-scoring
genes have data that is more likely to have arisen from the model
than a null background. Any E-gene that has a positive LAR score
is included as a frontier gene.

Experimental Validation Procedure for Newly Predicted
Cancer Invasion Genes

To validate the involvement of predicted invasiveness frontier
genes, HT29 colon cancer cells were resuspended in DMEM
medium containing 0.1% FBS and seeded into the top wells
(26105 per well) containing individual Matrigel inserts (BD
Biosciences, San Jose, CA) according to manufacturer’s protocol.
The lower wells were filled with 800 ml medium with 10% fetal
bovine serum as chemoattractant. Six to ten hours following
seeding, the cells in the upper wells were transfected with the
appropriate shRNA-expressing pSuper constructs [25] using
Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Final concentra-
tion of pSuper constructs was 1.6 mg/ml. The transfected cells
were incubated at 37uC for 48 hours before assaying for invasion.
Media was aspirated from the top wells and non-invading cells
were scraped from the upper side of the inserts with a cotton swab
and invading cells on the lower side were fixed and stained using
DiffQuick (IMEB, Inc. San Marcos, CA). Total number of
invading cells was counted for each insert using a light microscope.
Invasion was assessed in quadruplicate and independently
repeated at least five times. The shRNA-expressing portion of
the construct was designed using the siRNA Selection Program of
the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research (http://jura.wi.
mit.edu/bioc/siRNAext/), synthesized by Invitrogen and sub-
cloned into the XhoI and BamHI sites of pSuper plasmid.
Sequences for shRNA constructs are available in the Text S1.
shRNA construct MYO1G targets the myosin 1G mRNA
(GenBank accession number NM _033054). shRNA construct

Figure 2. Structure of the factor graph for network inference.
The factor graph consists of three classes of variables (circles) and three
classes of factors (squares). XeAr is a continuous observation of E-gene
e’s expression under DA and replicate r. YeA is the hidden state of E-
gene e under DA, and is a discrete variable with domain {up, , down}. wAB

is the interaction between two S-genes A and B. Expression Factors
model expression as a mixture of Gaussian distributions. Interaction
Factors constrain E-gene states to the allowed regions shown in
Figure 1C. Transitivity Factors constrain pair-wise interactions to form
consistent triangles. The arrows labeled m and m9 are messages
encoding local belief potentials on wAB and are propagated during
factor graph inference.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000274.g002
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FG-NEM based pathway expansion in 
yeast

Figure 4. Yeast knock-out compendium predictions. (A) Precision/recall comparison. Each method’s ability to expand a pathway was
compared. Thick lines indicate mean precision and shaded regions represent standard error of mean calculated over the networks with the five
highest AUCS from any of the tested methods. (B) Network expansion comparison. Networks were predicted for a non-redundant set of GO
categories containing four or more S-genes in the Hughes et al. (2000) compendium and used to predict held-out genes from the same category (see
Methods). The area under the curve (AUC) for each pathway was calculated for each method. AUC ratios (y-axis) were calculated for each method
relative to the lowest AUC. (C) Compatibility of physical evidence and predicted S-gene interactions. Each point is the margin of compatibility (MOC,
see Methods) of a predicted genetic interaction to high-throughput physical interaction data when physical interaction evidence was used (y-axis)
and when it was not used (x-axis). Coloring indicates two-dimensional density estimation of points. Inset shows detail of the highest density region.
Prediction methods that are significantly better than the lowest performing method, excluding random, at the 0.05 level (*) and 0.01 level (**) were
determined by a proportions test on the top 30 predictions from each method. (D) Predicted S-gene networks for the ion homeostasis pathway.
Shown are predicted networks from the FG-NEM method (Signed) and the uFG-NEM method (Unsigned). Arrows indicate activating interactions and
tees indicate inhibiting interactions. The absence of a link between a pair of S-genes indicates the most likely mode for the pair was the non-
interaction mode. Equivalence interactions are indicated with double lines and S-genes connected by equivalence are grouped into dashed ovals.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000274.g004
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FG-NEM infers a more accurate network 
than the unsigned version in yeast

• FG-NEM and uFG-NEM networks inferred in 
the ion-homeostasis pathway

• FG-NEM inferred more genes associated with 
ion homeostatis compared to uFG-NEM

Figure 4. Yeast knock-out compendium predictions. (A) Precision/recall comparison. Each method’s ability to expand a pathway was
compared. Thick lines indicate mean precision and shaded regions represent standard error of mean calculated over the networks with the five
highest AUCS from any of the tested methods. (B) Network expansion comparison. Networks were predicted for a non-redundant set of GO
categories containing four or more S-genes in the Hughes et al. (2000) compendium and used to predict held-out genes from the same category (see
Methods). The area under the curve (AUC) for each pathway was calculated for each method. AUC ratios (y-axis) were calculated for each method
relative to the lowest AUC. (C) Compatibility of physical evidence and predicted S-gene interactions. Each point is the margin of compatibility (MOC,
see Methods) of a predicted genetic interaction to high-throughput physical interaction data when physical interaction evidence was used (y-axis)
and when it was not used (x-axis). Coloring indicates two-dimensional density estimation of points. Inset shows detail of the highest density region.
Prediction methods that are significantly better than the lowest performing method, excluding random, at the 0.05 level (*) and 0.01 level (**) were
determined by a proportions test on the top 30 predictions from each method. (D) Predicted S-gene networks for the ion homeostasis pathway.
Shown are predicted networks from the FG-NEM method (Signed) and the uFG-NEM method (Unsigned). Arrows indicate activating interactions and
tees indicate inhibiting interactions. The absence of a link between a pair of S-genes indicates the most likely mode for the pair was the non-
interaction mode. Equivalence interactions are indicated with double lines and S-genes connected by equivalence are grouped into dashed ovals.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000274.g004
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FG-NEM application to colon cancer

Cancer invasion network identification. We applied FG-
NEMs to recover a network for the second-tier genes. We included
E-genes that demonstrate a robust and significant effect under at
least two of the knock-downs included in the Irby et al. (2005)
study. We selected genes whose log2 ratios differ by less than 0.5 in
replicate arrays and had an absolute log2 expression change at
least equal to the mean absolute level of the activated distribution
(1.75) in at least two arrays. Using these criteria, we identified 185
E-genes to use for model inference. Figure 5A shows the
expression data of these E-genes plotted in order of their
predicted attachment points as identified by FG-NEMs. For the
most part, E-gene expression changes moved in the same direction
following knock-down across the panel of five S-genes, indicating
the presence of mostly stimulatory links among the S-genes
(Figure 5A). This is in contrast to Figure 1A, where expression
changes of a single E-gene move in the opposite direction
following knock-down of S-genes connected by an inhibitory link.

The absence of inhibitory links among S-genes is expected since,
according to the selection criteria, all of the S-genes were found
previously to act in the same direction (invasion promotion). The
method does find many inhibitory links to E-genes, which
dramatically increases the fit of the model on the data points.
These predicted attachment signs provide information about how
an E-gene’s involvement in the invasion process can be tested in
follow-up experiments. The model predicts that invasion can be
suppressed by knocking down genes connected by stimulatory
attachments or by over-expressing genes connected by inhibitory
attachments.

FG-NEM recovered the network shown in Figure 5B. KRT20
and RPL32 are predicted to be equivalent. Also, the model
predicts TFDP1 and DHX32 are downstream of KRT20 and
RPL32. The equivalent interaction of KRT20 and RPL32
received significantly high likelihoods (P,0.001) as well as a
strong excitatory downstream connection to TFDP1 (P,0.001).

Figure 5. Invasive colon cancer network predictions. (A) Expression changes of selected E-genes following targeted S-gene knock-downs in
HT29 colon cancer cells. Gene expression was measured in HT29 cells treated with a shRNA specifically targeting an S-gene (column of the matrix)
relative to cells treated with a scrambled control shRNA (Irby et al., 2005). Colors indicate putatively inhibited E-genes (rows of the matrix) with up-
regulated levels relative to control (red), activated E-genes with down-regulated levels relative to control (green), and unaffected E-genes with
expression levels not significantly different from control (black). Biological replicates were available for KRT20, TFDP1, and GLS knock-downs. Genes
were sorted by their attachment point and then by their LAR scores. (B) Cancer invasion network predicted by FG-NEM. For each pair of S-genes, the
most likely interaction mode is shown. The same conventions used for illustrating interactions predicted for the yeast networks were used here. Some
interactions were found to be significant at the 0.05 level (*) or 0.01 level (**) using a permutation test (see Methods). KRT20 and RPL32 were
predicted to be equivalent and are therefore grouped together in a dashed oval. (C) Matrigel invasion assay in HT29 colon cancer cells. Genes
predicted to be significantly attached to the network, CAPN12 and expressed sequence tag AA099748, resulted in a loss of the invasiveness
phenotype when knocked-down by RNA interference. Genes not significantly attached to the network, MYO1G, BMPR1A, and COLEC12, did not result
in significant loss of the invasive phenotype. A scrambled non-sense sequence also served as a negative control and did not result in a loss of HT29
cell invasiveness. Gene knock-downs in HT29 cells were validated by quantitative real time RT-PCR where mRNA levels of targeted genes were
decreased by 70–80% compared to scrambled control shRNA-treated cells (data not shown). Data shown are the mean6S.E. of five independent
experiments performed in quadruplicate. *Significantly different from scrambled control shRNA-treated cells (P,0.05) by ANOVA and post hoc Tukey
test.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000274.g005
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Summary 

• FG-NEMs: A general approach to infer an ordering of genes 
from knock-down phenotypes

• Strengths
– FG-NEMs could be used in an iterative computational-

experimental framework
– Handles signed interactions between S-genes

• Weaknesses
– Computational complexity of the inference procedure 

might be high
• Required independence among E-genes
• Model pairs of S-genes at a time



Overall conclusion

• Networks are powerful models for interpreting sequence 
variants or genetic perturbations as such

• We have see two classes of methods
– Extract a weighted graph based on the influence of a 

mutation on one node to another
– Probabilistic approaches

• A systematic comparison of these two classes of methods has 
not been done so far.



Data integration strategies



Biological data is of many different types

Image credit: TCGA, Gligorevic et al., Proteomics 2015



We are getting better at collecting lots of 
different types of biological datasets

expression. In addition, we study the role of regulatory regions in human
disease by relating our epigenomic annotations to genetic variants asso-
ciated with common traits and disorders. These analyses demonstrate
the importance and wide applicability of our data resource, and lead to
important insights into epigenomics, differentiation and disease. Specific
highlights of our findings are given below.
. Histone mark combinations show distinct levels of DNA methyla-

tion and accessibility, and predict differences in RNA expression
levels that are not reflected in either accessibility or methylation.

. Megabase-scale regions with distinct epigenomic signatures show
strong differences in activity, gene density and nuclear lamina asso-
ciations, suggesting distinct chromosomal domains.

. Approximately 5% of each reference epigenome shows enhancer and
promoter signatures, which are twofold enriched for evolutionarily
conserved non-exonic elements on average.

. Epigenomic data sets can be imputed at high resolution from exist-
ing data, completing missing marks in additional cell types, and
providing a more robust signal even for observed data sets.

. Dynamics of epigenomic marks in their relevant chromatin states
allow a data-driven approach to learn biologically meaningful rela-
tionships between cell types, tissues and lineages.

. Enhancers with coordinated activity patterns across tissues are enriched
for common gene functions and human phenotypes, suggesting that
they represent coordinately regulated modules.

. Regulatory motifs are enriched in tissue-specific enhancers, enhancer
modules and DNA accessibility footprints, providing an important
resource for gene-regulatory studies.

. Genetic variants associated with diverse traits show epigenomic enrich-
ments in trait-relevant tissues, providing an important resource for
understanding the molecular basis of human disease.

Reference epigenome mapping across tissues and cell types
The REMCs generated a total of 2,805 genome-wide data sets, includ-
ing 1,821 histone modification data sets, 360 DNA accessibility data sets,

277 DNA methylation data sets, and 166 RNA-seq data sets, encom-
passing a total of 150.21 billion mapped sequencing reads correspond-
ing to 3,174-fold coverage of the human genome.

Here, we focus on a subset of 1,936 data sets (Fig. 2) comprising 111
reference epigenomes (Fig. 2a–d), which we define as having a core set
of five histone modification marks (Fig. 2e). The five marks consist of:
histone H3 lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3), associated with pro-
moter regions10,24; H3 lysine 4 monomethylation (H3K4me1), associ-
ated with enhancer regions10; H3 lysine 36 trimethylation (H3K36me3),
associated with transcribed regions; H3 lysine 27 trimethylation
(H3K27me3), associated with Polycomb repression25; and H3 lysine 9
trimethylation (H3K9me3), associated with heterochromatin regions26.
Selected epigenomes also contain a subset of additional epigenomic
marks, including: acetylation marks H3K27ac and H3K9ac, associated
with increased activation of enhancer and promoter regions27–29 (Fig. 2f);
DNase hypersensitivity7,18, denoting regions of accessible chromatin
commonly associated with regulator binding (Fig. 2g); DNA methyla-
tion, typically associated with repressed regulatory regions or active gene
transcripts4,30 and profiled using whole-genome bisulfite sequencing
(WGBS)19, reduced-representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS)20, and
mCRF-combined31 methylation-sensitive restriction enzyme (MRE)22

and immunoprecipitation based21 assays (Fig. 2h); and RNA expres-
sion levels8, measured using RNA-seq and gene expression microarrays
(Fig. 2i). Our definition of 111 reference epigenomes is very similar to
that used by the International Human Epigenome Consortium (IHEC),
which required RNA-seq, WGBS and H3K27ac that are only available
in a subset of epigenomes here. Lastly, an additional 16 histone modi-
fication marks on average were profiled across 7 deeply covered cell
types (Fig. 2j).

We jointly processed and analysed our 111 reference epigenomes
with 16 additional epigenomes from ENCODE9,23. We generated genome-
wide normalized coverage tracks, peaks and broad enriched domains
for ChIP-seq and DNase-seq7,32, normalized gene expression values for
RNA-seq33, and fractional methylation levels for each CpG site31,34,35.
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Figure 1 | Tissues and cell types profiled in the Roadmap Epigenomics
Consortium. Primary tissues and cell types representative of all major lineages
in the human body were profiled, including multiple brain, heart, muscle,
gastrointestinal tract, adipose, skin and reproductive samples, as well as

immune lineages, ES cells and iPS cells, and differentiated lineages derived from
ES cells. Box colours match groups shown in Fig. 2b. Epigenome identifiers
(EIDs, Fig. 2c) for each sample are shown in Extended Data Fig. 1.
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Need for systematic approaches for data 
integration

• The approach to integrate different data types depends upon 
the end goal and the types of data available

• Three considerations
– Number of samples per data type
– Supervised or unsupervised
– Types of measurements
• Gene sets versus quantitative profiles



Network-based approaches for integrating 
data

• Network-inference based
– Learning mixed graphical models where different variable types 

(different probability distribution families) represent different 
omic data types

• Diffusion based
– Similarity Network Fusion (Wang et al., Nature Methods 2014)
– MASHUP (Cho et al., Cell Systems 2016)
– GeneMania (Mostafavi et al, Genome Biology 2008)

• Information flow based methods 
– Especially suited if we have a small number of samples

• Max flow
• Steiner tree



Similarity Network Fusion 

• Given N different types of measurements for different 
individuals

• Do
– Construct a similarity matrix of individuals for each data 

type
– Integrate the networks using a single similarity matrix 

using an iterative algorithm
– Cluster the network into a groups of individuals



Similarity network fusion with two data 
types

Similarity network fusion (Nodes are patients, edges represent 
similarities).



Problem definition of information flow

• Given 
– two node sets and a weighted directed network with edge 

weights corresponding to the flow between two nodes
• Do
– Find the subnetwork that maximizes the flow between the 

two node sets



Information flow between sink to source 
nodes
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Information flow-based methods

• Used for integrating different types of data, as well as for 
examining perturbations and their effect

• Integration of different types of “omics” data
– Min cost max flow (ResponseNet; Yeger-Lotem et al 2008)
– Prize-collecting Steiner tree variants (Huang & Fraenkel

2009, OmicsIntegrator)



Notation

• A flow network is defined as directed graph G=(V,E), with 
capacities for each edge
– V: vertex set
– E: edge set 

• s: source node
• t: sink node 
• c(u,v)>0: Capacity of edge (u,v)



Flow in a graph G

• A flow in G is defined by a function f that has the following 
properties for each edge (u,v):

• The value of a flow is defined as

f(u, v)  c(u, v)

|f | =
X

v2V

f(s, v)

Capacity constraint

Conservation of flow
X

v2V,v 6=s,t

f(u, v) = 0



An example flow network
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Max-flow problem

• Given 
– A flow network G, source s and sink t

• Do
– find a flow f with maximum value

• How
– Ford-Fulkerson algorithm



Variation: Min cost max flow

• Often the question is not to maximize flow, but to find the 
most efficient/least expensive away of doing this

• In addition to the flow, there is also a cost associated with 
each edge 
– For example, the cost might be inversely proportional to 

the edge confidence
• So we would try to maximize the overall flow at the smallest 

cost



Min cost max flow
• Define cost of each edge as a(u,v)
• Overall cost:

• Minimize cost while maximize flow as follows:

• This idea was used in ResponseNet tool
– E. Yeger-Lotem, L. Riva, L. J. J. Su, A. D. Gitler, A. G. Cashikar, 

O. D. King, P. K. Auluck, M. L. Geddie, J. S. Valastyan, D. R. Karger, 
S. Lindquist, and E. Fraenkel, "Bridging high-throughput genetic 
and transcriptional data reveals cellular responses to alpha-
synuclein toxicity." Nature genetics, vol. 41, no. 3, pp. 316-323, 
Mar. 2009.

X

(u,v)2E

a(u, v)f(u, v)



Alternate problem definition of 
information flow

• Given 
– A node set 
– A weighted network

• Do
– Find the minimal graph connecting the nodes, where 

minimal is defined by the graph with the lowest total 
weight

• We will use a Steiner tree approach to address this problem



Steiner tree

• Let’s start by defining a Steiner tree
• Given 
– edge-weighted graph G={V, E, w}
– A subset S of V

• A Steiner tree is a minimal length tree connecting S, including 
potentially intermediate nodes

• This problem is NP-complete 



Steiner tree examples
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Prize-collecting Steiner tree objective 
function

• p(i): Define prize of node i as
• y(i): include a node i
• a(i,j): Define cost of edge (i,j)  
• x(i,j): include an edge
• Constrain that subnetwork must be a tree
• PCST objective

• Solve using variety of optimization techniques
– E.g. integer linear programming-based method (Ljubic et al, 

2006)

max p(i)y(i)
i
∑ −λ a(i, j)x(i, j)

(i, j )
∑

Trade-off between cost and prize



Prize-collecting Steiner trees (PCST) 
connect signaling proteins to gene 

regulation
• Top: functional screen hits, 

bottom: mRNA response
• Predicts relevant nodes, 

paths, transcription factors
• Cannot directly predict 

transcriptome effect from 
perturbations; edges are not 
oriented

Image from Tuncbag et al, 2012



PCST to phosphoproteomic and 
transcriptomic data to find genes relevant 

to glioblastoma multiforme

Huang et al, 2013, Figure 2



Types of approaches

• Network-based approaches
– Network inference
– Similarity network fusion
– Information flow based methods

• Matrix factorization based approaches
– Also known as clustering/dimensionality reduction based 

approaches
– Multi-omics factor analysis
– Non-negative matrix tri-factorization



Multi-omics Factor Analysis (MOFA)

Ricard Argelaguet et al, MSB 2019

(1) Allows for missing partially overlapping datasets, (2) Based on a 
probabilistic model, (3) Learns sparse factors



Using MOFA for Chronic Lymphocytic 
Leukaemia



Non-negative Matrix Tri Factorization for 
predicting gene drug interactions

Gligorijevic´ V, Przˇulj N. 2015 Methods for biological data integration: perspectives and 
challenges. J. R. Soc. Interface 12: 20150571



Web and software resources

• GeneMANIA (Network integration and diffusion-based 
subnetworks) 
– http://www.genemania.org

• HOTNET (Diffusion-based subnetworks)
– http://compbio.cs.brown.edu/projects/hotnet2/

• ResponseNet (flow network)
– http://netbio.med.ad.bgu.ac.il/respnet/

• OmicsIntegrator (PCST) 
– http://fraenkel-nsf.csbi.mit.edu/omicsintegrator/

http://fraenkel-nsf.csbi.mit.edu/omicsintegrator/


Concluding remarks

• We have seen a suite of problems, algorithms and 
applications in a real setting

• These ranged from network inference, dynamic network 
inference, network modules, network alignment and network-
based interpretation

• We saw less of
– Integration of different types of networks 
– Experimental design for better learning of networks

• If you remain interested in these topics or would like to learn 
more, feel free to reach out to me.


